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Much systems thinking involves implicit aspects upon which

the validity, credibility, and even the meaning of the products

of the thought depend. Only rarely IS it likely that the

Implicitness is deliberate, calculated. Frequently the

implicitness is the consequence of internalized beliefs not

readily articulated, belonging to the subconscIous.

Several key notions can playa role in converting many of

the implicit aspects into explicit features. Among these are the

notions of:

• DiVision of a Concept

• Integration of Component Concepts

• Definition by Relationship

• Gradation of Belief

all of which benefit by taking the mathematical Theory of

Relations as an underlying language for expression.

The validity of a science is shown to be dependent upon

agreement upon meaning of key terms, and validation is heavily

dependent upon the use of the four key notions mentioned, to make

explicit those otherwise Implicit features whose absence forces

valIdity to be viewed from an unnecessarily superficial

perspective. -1-



Commonly revered quantitative bases for validity of science

and systems thinking are frequently inappropriate, because of the

practice of assigning credibility to quantitative aspects that

properly may belong only to the simple act of counting, as

opposed to more elaborate quantitative operations.

Much of the implicitness in science and in systems thinking

derives from the failure to recognize explicitly three Universal

Priors to all science:

through relationships.

the human being, language, and reasoning

Recognition of a body of knowledge as a

science ought to be conditional on the studied, relevant, and

explicit incorporation of these three features In the science.

This Includes recognition of the strengths and weaknesses of the

human being with direct reference to particular roles such as

developer of a science, evaluator of a science, and user of a

science; specIfIc attention to agreement upon key concepts In the

language of the sCience; and the use of Definition by

RelatIonshIp as a key feature of the language and representatIons

of the logic of the sCIence.

Referential transparency, a key crIterIon for any SCience,

is potentially greatly enhanced by replaCing ImpliCIt or

superfiCial recognition of the Universal PrIors WIth explicit,

detaIled incorporatIon of them in the sCIence. further

enhancement is achieved through the discipline prOVIded by

measuring the status of and evolutIon of a science and of systems

thinkIng through reference to the Domain of SCIence Model.
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Through the combined impact 01 application of the key

notions mentioned above; together with explicit recognition of

the Universal Priors in the Foundations of a science or of

systems thinking; along with the discipline, steeTing, and

organization provided by measuring the science against the Domain

of Science Model; it becomes feasible to upgrade substantially

the quality of systems thinking, of science, and of applications

of science. Conversely, continued ImpliCIt status of the most

basic aspects of systems thinking and of sCience can only lead to

a continuing decline in the value of scientific thought, the

quality of systems thinking, and the benefits obtained thTOUgh

applying science to human interests.
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Much systems thinking involves implicit aspects upon which

the validity, credibility, and even the meaning of the products

of the thought depend. Only rarely is it likely that the

Implicitness is deliberate, calculated. Frequently the

Implicitness is the consequence of internalized beliefs not

readily articulated, belonging to the subconscious.

That partiCipating in social cultures invariably Inculcates

such subconscious beliefs is scarcely to be doubted. But the

inculcation, often nominated as one of the ways that a culture

attains stability, can have the reverse effect In the long run.

When such beliefs become part of the forgotten groundwork for

draWIng conclusions about situations that Impact unfavorably on

the lives of many; and when those conclUSions do not appeal to

reason, leading to dispute, rancor, or even revolution; the

hIdden beliefs become the demons that ultimately must be

exorcised In reshaping the culture.

That such unrecognized influence Impacts thinking IS not

unique to our primary concern for systems thinking; It may have

strong Influence In any Intellectual purSUit, and In sCience in

general
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Sy.te., Thinking and Science

Few, if any, fields of thought can claim a greater need to

uncover the implicit aspects than systems thinking. It, above

all else, is valued for comprehensiveness, broad and Inclusive

scope, generality of interpretation, and ubIquity of applicatIon.

No fIeld is more vulnerable to the accusation of failing to

understand the assumptions that undergird, steer, and represent

its products.

Inquiry into the nature of implicit aspects in systems

thinking can scarcely be less broad than inquiry into the

fundamentals of scientific thinking itself. One way to try to

begin to approach an Inquiry into the implicit aspects is to

start with the hypothesis that some of them have become

pervasive, even in scientific thInking. Proceeding from this

origin may shed light on how to deal with specific situations,

where the Implicit aspects may be relatively unique to those

situations.

Implicitness easily can extend lnto methodology.

Methodological features may rest on lnvlslble supports and still

hold an lron grlp on the course of human actlvlty. Let us then

IdentIfy several methodological features that seem clearly to cry

out for membership in the overt landscape.

Four ley Notions

Four key notions deserve elevation to overt status in any

science and in systems thinking: Ca) Division of a Concept, Cb)

Integration of Components, Cc) Gradation of Belief, and Cd) Defi-

nition by Relationship. Each of these will be discussed in turn.
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Division of a Concept.

The key notion of Division of a Concept recognizes that,

begInnIng with a concept of relevance to some situation, the

manner in which this concept is divided into components is of

pri e significance in all future uses of the division. Division,

in the spirit set forth by Plato and ArIstotle [2], to be made

most visible, deserves the time-honored benefit of endowment with

symbolism. Thus if C is a concept, DeC) is a diVIsion of C.

Explicit treatment no longer would allow dIvisIons to be smuggled

into discourse, but would demand highlighting and some form of

justification.

More specifically, criteria for DIVIsIon mIght be followed,

although the possibility of having several sets of criteria is

worth study. As an example, one might require that the DIVISion

be such that it leads to valuable enhancement of the dialog,

informed by the JustIfication attached to It. And one might

req ire that the DiVision not be restrIcted by ImpliCit beliefs

stemming from prior practice in any arguable situation. where

such restrictIon would unduly constrain the fleXibIlity of the

use of the Division.

The act of creatIng a DIVISIon of a Concept Invariably

produces a collectIon of components whIch may be called a set.

ThiS IS a major pOInt of recognItion, because as soon as a

Concept has been DiVided, ImmedIately It becomes pOSSible to

think about not only carrying that set forward as a unit, but

also the potential merit of applying the Theory of Sets in some
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way. This Theory enables operations to be carried out that may

be highly useful in working with information. If we begin with

several Concepts, and if we produce Divisions of each of them,

then we have several sets, and the possibility for cross-set

operations. Moreover a grand and glorious realm of fundamental

mathe atlcs opens Up to assist us In a wide variety of operations

that have numerous implications for representation,

interpretation, computer assistance in working with large

complexes of ideas, and the possibility of making our thoughts

more and more precise over time.

The Theory of Sets offers an opportunity to move from the

vague. implict to the explicit, clear.

Integration of Components.

A second key notion is the Integration of Components. In

contrast to the first situation, where we start With one Concept

and end With a Set of Components; now we start wlth one or more

Sets of Components, and emerge With an lntegratlon. Integration,

however, may proceed from a varlety of lntegratlng operatlons,

some of which already have a recognized notatlon, therefore it

may be inappropriate to designate lntegratlon by any particular

sym 01 .

The operation of integration benefits from InVOKing some

methodology of Integratlon that 15 systematic and does not,

Itself, introduce new implicitness that may substitute for the

old ImpliCitness.

Once again, the Theory of Sets offers an opportunlty for

assistance, because it provides for certain specifiC kinds of

Integration operations, such as the union.
-7-



In operations involving information. historically there have

been various beliefs or theories which are incompatible. We may

be informed. for example. by reviewing the various means of

Definition of Terms that have been set forth. These illustrate

the point that the definition of a Term is itself an operation of

integration. but what is integrated varies from one approach to

another.

first of all. though not honored by any justification. but

rather deriving its identity from common practice, there is the

concept of Definition by Naming. In this, the weakest mode of

definition. a Concept is given a unique name and that is all that

is overtly available to give it an identity.

Second. one may consider Definition by Extension. In thiS

mode. well established historically, one deals with a Class Name.

The Class IS defined by presenting a set of names of exemplars of

the Class. ThiS approach may often serve for initial

introduction to a Concept. It does not provide the depth of

insight to allow one to answer such a critical question as to

whether a concept X. not yet accepted as a member of the Class,

can or should belong to the Class.

Thirdly, one may consider DefInitIon by Intension. In this

mode. one deals with a Concept (which can be a Class), and

defines the Concept by citing that set of Attributes that IS

perceIved to be integral to the Concept. Oddly. this approach

may Involve both a Division and an Integration. The Integration

brIngs together a set of Attributes thought to belong to the

Concept. while at the same time producIng a Division of the
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Concept into the set of Attributes. leavIng open questions of

completeness at times. Once again. a set is encountered.

Since the notion of set is repeatedly encountered. the idea

of a set may itself be regarded as one of the implicit aspects o(

much systems thinking. A simple way to test this is to examine

syste atically a number of articles about systems. looking (or

those key sets of ideas which properly belong together for

interpretation. but which are dispersed in the articles without

being specifically identified as sets. In the same operation.

one may look for justification of the choice of these implicit

sets.

A fourth type of definition is Definition by Relationship.

This type of definition seems to be in a process of gaining

recognition. Churchland [1l. for example. In her review of

philosophy identifies modern philosophical thought stemming from

IndiViduals such as QUine and Duhem. wherein not only is thiS

mode given high Significance, but the extent of Relationship is d

matter of considerable importance.

As the limiting case in the gradation of modes of

defInition, Definition by Relationship Will reappear as one of

the four key notions mentioned earlier.

Gradation of Belief.

The forms of definition just mentioned allow us to introduce

a third key notion which can be called Gradation of Belief. With

this notion, we Imagine a set of beliefs which we label BA , BB'

BC ' etc., up to some final member which we label BN" We specify

that no two members of this set are identical.
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In comprehending the Gradation of Belief, we find that the

notions of right and wrong for comparing the different beliefs

involved is counterproductive. Instead the comparison IS based

on whether (a) one belief is compatible with another, and (b) one

be lie f is more comprehensive than another. I f two beliefs BA and

BB are such that BA is Incorporated In BB' but BB includes one or

more components not found in BA, then we would say that the two

bellefs are part of a Gradation of BelIef, In which BA IS lower

grade than BB.

More generally, we can speak of an or~ering of the belIefs

(or, technically, what may be called In mathematics a partial

ordering), beginning with the lowest grade belief and eXlending

to the highest grade belief. The purpose of such an approach is

to place the set of beliefs in perspective and show a Kind of

temporal evolution toward a more comprehensive pOint of view that

lends itself to making things expliCit that formerly may have

been Impl ici t.

Lel us use the four modes of definition considered

previously to illustrate the Gradation of Belief.

Let N, E, I, and R represent these four modes, N

representing Definition by Naming, E representing Definition by

Extension, representing Definition by Intension, and R

representing Definition by Relationship.

Now we can readily see that N IS the lowest-grade mode in

thiS set of four, because (a) the belief that a name should be

assigned is compatible with the other three and (b) all of the

other three modes require that a name be assigned, but also

require other attributes to be present.
-10-



When we look at E and I. we note that it is not reasonable

to say that either is lower grade than the other. Nor is it

possible to say that they are of equal grade. We have no concept

of what it means to have a set whose members are all unique,

while yet two of the members have equal grade; in view of the way

we have chosen to go about grading them.

E is not lower grade than 1 because it incorporates

exemplars that wi 11 not normally be found in I; and IS not

lower grade than E because it incorporates explIcit attrIbutes

not formally identified in E.

Definition by Relationship.

The fourth key notion. that of Definition by Relationship IS

the highest grade of the four modes dIscussed. and gets special

recognition for that status.

cases of lower grade than R.

for R. both E and 1 are special

for E. every exemplar given as part

of E IS related to the Concept C by a relatIonshIp of InclusIon;

i.e .• if c is one of the exemplars. c EE, where we have used the

set notation E, to represent the relationshIp.

for 1, every attrIbute gIven as part of IS related to the

Concept C by a relationship of possessIon; I.e .• If c IS one of

the attributes, IPc, where we have used the notatIon P to

represent the relationship "contaIns".

But now we must observe that we have Introduced Into the

discussion elements from the Theory of Relations [2,3.4.5). The

Theory of Relations is a higher grade verSion of the Theory of

Sets for a very simple reason. Everything in Set Theory IS

incorporated in the Theory of Relations.

-11-
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Relations allows the use of AnY kind of relationship ln its

formal operations, while the Theory of Sets only formallzes two

types of relationships: implication and exclusion (or lmmediate

variations of these, such as exclusion)(61.

It was DeMorgan himself (the originator of the Theory of

Relations) who made the distinction just mentloned, in this

language [4]: "The copula performs certain functions; It is

competent to those functions ... because it has certain propertJes

which validate its use .... Every transitive and convertible

relation is as fit to validate the sylloglsm as the copula 'is',

and by the same proof in every case."

Validation in Science

Historically, validation In SClence has corresponded with

substantial agreement within a scientific communlty. Such

Consensus IS, therefore, a

agreement is said to be based upon replJcability of discovery

that is independent of investigators, time, and place. The

history of science also makes clear that substantial agreement

does not always mean correctness, as Gallleo's life illustrates;

but, as Peirce has indicated, convergence to agreement In the

long run is a hallmark of science.

hal I ma r k 0 f val I d a t Ion.

Yet validation by virtue of replication of discovery clearly

ma y reI yon imp I I cit asp e c t s . Among these is agreement upon the

meanings of the terms used in deSigning the experiments and In

presenting the outcomes of scientific study. Such outcomes often

go beyond the data to interpretations which are crucially

dependent upon language. The language Itself IS one of the.

implicit aspects of systems thinkIng and of science In general.
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The highest grade of definition among those modes considered

is Definition by Relationship. Agreement upon meaning rightfully

should take this highest grade as a constraint upon reaching

conclusions, for until thiS highest grade is attained, and until

it is made explicit, one can always foresee a frontier for

improvement. Moreover thiS frontier is not off In the distance,

but is immediately before US, waiting for the Will and the action

reqUired to attain it.

A Law of Validation

A Law of Validation may now be asserted, as follows:

THE VALIDITY OF SCIENCE DEPENDS UPON SUBSTANTIAL AGREEMENT

WITHIN THE SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY OF MEANING AT ITS HIGHEST

GRADE, I.E., MEANING ATTAINED THROUGH DEFINITION BY

RELATIONSHIP.

It may be observed that the Law of Validation lust asserted

is a necessary condition, but not In general a suffiCient

condition for SCientifiC validity. But likeWise It may be

observed that Its heretofore Implicl t character has colored

greatly philosophical thinking such as that summarized, e.g., in

Churchland (lJ.

further, a First Corollary to the Law of ValIdation can be

asserted as follows:

THE VALIDITY OF SCIENCE DEPENDS UPON THE CAPACITY OF THE

SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY TO CONSTRUCT DEFINITIONS THROUGH

DEFINITION BY RELATIONSHIP FOR THE FULL COMPLEX or RELEVANT

CONCEPTS INVOLVED IN THE SCIENCE
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Through the Law and its Firat Corollary we dgaln perceive the

criticality of the Theory of Relations to all of science; a

perception previously established by Whitehead and Russell (4)

for mathematics.

Since the Law given above is only a necessary condition,

clearly additIonal laws of val idatl0n would be required to

establish sufficiency. I nth i s res p e c t, i n v I ew 0 f the he" v y

modern emphaSIS upon quantitative thinking as dIstinct from

logical thinking, or rather as a lower grade of logIcal thinkIng,

it is approprIate to turn to the special role of quantItatIve

methods.

Qu ant ita t i ve Val ida t ion.

Since the Law of Validation discussed prevIously does not

even mention the quantitatIve, it can be antIcipated that there

will be some Gradation of Belief in establishing sClentlClc

validity. In this respect, certain speCIal attributes whIch

adhere to numbers and countIng deserve attention. The numbers

are ordered such that there is no question or ambiguity about the

ordering relatIonship. And sInce the numbers are developed

independently of animals, vegetables, or minerals, there IS no

compounding of interpretation involved In thinKIng about them.

It is only when we assIgn a number to be assoc!ated WIth any

particular physical entity, for example, that the Interpretation

of the result IS compounded by the need for knowledge of how to

distingUIsh a unit of that entity. It 15 only when such a unit

is itself clearly distinguished that the cool clarIty associated

with numbers can be transferred to the entIty or multIple

manifestations of it.
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Perceived as a set, there is total clarity about that part

of the Definition by Relationships as it pertains to the relative

magnitude of numbers. Agreement and validity in this instance

amount to perfect consensus: a rarity in science. And taJcen a

term at a time, anyone number takes precisely the same meaning

to anyone who has learned to count, when numeration applies only

to counting.

Because there are few, if any, concepts in science that have

the degree of validity, acceptance, and perfect consensus that

the numbers enjoy; there may be a tendency in science, or at

least in its applications, to endow whatever is being discussed

with the same kinds of acceptance in any context where numbers

appear, whether they are being used only for counting or not.

Implicit transfer of validity in this way appears to be one of

the greatest abuses of science In applications.

It is possible to attach, In a spirit of unbridled

enthusiasm, to a quantification of any type those propertJes that

the numbers possess; even though the determining factors In

validation and agreement are totally obscured by lacJc of any

agreement upon the meanings of the concepts to which the numbers

are attached; or, perhaps, lack of any high-grade agreement.

No doubt it is thiS kind of attachment that has induced

those who are frustrated by it to embrace the colloquial

ex pre s s ion " be a nco u n tin g " to des c rib e the mo s t f I a g ran t use 0 f

numerical measures to make jUdgments about situatJons In which

the quantification carries meaning only in terms of the quantity

but not in terms of the situation to which the quantification has

been attached.
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Univer •• l Prior. to Science

The prominence of human jUdgments, language, and reasoning

by relationships in establishing meaning and assessing validity

suggests that the human being, language, and reasoning by

relationships can be construed as Universal Priors to Science;

i.e, as prerequisites to any sCience. To explore this

possibility, a review of the notion of Definition by Relationship

can be pursued.

Since Definition by Relationship incorporates Definition by

Extension and Definition by IntenSion, It can be discussed with

reference to any of the properties of these modes. Let us

consider what is involved in determining whether two objects or

entities, A and B, are in the same class, or are identical.

Definition by Naming sheds no light on the matter, (or the

difference in names does not say that the two names Imply

different objects. A single object might have been assigned two

different names by two different Investigators.

Definition by ExtenSion would deal with class memoership by

arbitrary assignment, so what IS reqUired for agreement IS

agreement upon the arbitrary assignment. But sCientifiC

agreement cannot be reliably founded upon a completely arbitrary

chOice, so where does one turn for making the decision?

Definition by IntenSion offers a means for making the

determination. As Plato and Aristotle developed the concept of

essence (2), any object or entity can fall Into a class of

objects or entities, If and only If It possesses the essences of

•

that class. Essences are attributes shared by the class.
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This line of thought induces us to observe that an arbitrary

choice may be necessary for some purposes. Surely. for example,

the assignment of a term to represent something may be an

acceptable basis for agreement. provided nolhing more is implied

other than the name. Arbitrariness in the development of

language is essential in order to have a language. But the

An entity or object A

•

arbitrariness must be sparingly and wisely used. not abused.

If agreement can be reached upon the meaning of the

essences. it then becomes possible to resolve the matter posed

for investigation:

Test of Class Membership:

belongs to a class C if and only if It possesses all

of the essences of the Class.

and further

Test of Identity: Two entities or objects A and B

are identical if and only if there IS no attribute k

possessed by one of the objects but nol by the other.

In the test of identity, al I attributes of the objects must be

available for InvestigatIon; not Just the essences. which form a

subset of the attributes.

The Second Corollary to the Law of Val idalion can then be

stated as follows:

THE VALIDITY Of SCIENCE DEPENDS UPON THE CAPACITY OF THE

SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY TO CONSTRUCT THE SETS OF ATTRIBUTES or

ALL RELEVANT CONCEPTS AND THE SETS or ESSENces or ALL RELE

VANT CLASSES, AND TO AGREE UPON THE MEMBERSHIP OF THESE

SETS.
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It is this Corollary which may have led Atkin [7) to suggest that

an essence of science is the capacity to place objects in sets in

some purposeful and reliable mdnner.

The more romantically inclined membership of scientific

communities may be disenchanted with the idea of mak1ng clear the

meanings of whole sets of concepts. However there seems little

doubt that such an idea was part of the thlnk1ng of Leibniz (who

first used "Venn diagrams"[2)), Hilbert, Peirce, Lavoisier and

others who settled on the importance of language 1n the realm of

SClence, and who understood the necessity of laking command of it

overtly as a means of quality control, and as a way of presenting

coherent meaning to those who would apply sCience.

As we see the human being as the container of bellef,

language as the vehicle to prOVide the components of the

representation of belief, and reasonlng through relatl0nships as

the means of cementing those components into patterns that

represent objects or entities; we once again observe that these

three concepts are fundamental to all of SCJence.

A Law of Universal Priors

In the 11ght of the foregOing dJscussJon, we may

legltlmately ldentlfy as a Law of Universal Priors the statement:

THE HUMAN BEING, LANGUAGE, AND REASONING THROUGH RELATION

SHIPS ARE UNIVERSAL PRIORS TO SCIENCE; THERe CAN BE NO

SCIENCE WITHOUT ALL THREE OF THEM.

The formation and validation of sCience hinges on the way In

which those who aspire to be scientists deal With these three

factors In developing a science, and in their profeSSional,

scientific, or sClentifically-based activity.
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Foundations of Science

There is a modest movement afoot today to deny that a

science can have foundations, or to proceed implicitly as though

such a denial has validity. In place of the concept of

foundations, one finds an affinity for vlewlng sCience as a

collection of disconnected, unordered patterns.

Overt recognition of the Universal Prlors to Science should

inter this modest movement. If something cannot exist wIthout A,

B, and C, the n A, B, and C, mu s t be reg a r de d as fun dame n tal; JUs t

as human life finds water and food to be fundamental to life.

But Universal Priors are part of the FoundatIon of All

science, thus AnY science wIll achieve its dIstinctIveness by

finding a way to integrate the Universal Prlors With other

features that lend distinctiveness to it. While one obvious way

to lend this dIstinctIveness IS, e.g., to fractionate the human

belng, i.e., to restrict attention to economic man or

pathological man or prehIstoriC man, or ethnIC man; the ldea of

gaInIng dlstlnctlveness In this way might be contrasted, e.g.,

with doing so by distingUishing a sCience by the speCifIC

relationships that It studIes. WIth the latter approach, the

human being might be left whole, Instead of being Into conceptual

pieces In order to maIntain disciplInary terrItory intact.

Theory provides a part of a sCience that exposes the meaning

of the relationships that distinguish a partIcular sCience [81.

If there is to be any application of the sCience at all, there

must be evolved from it some pattern of human or machIne actIon

that derIves its behavioral prescrIptions from the Theory, and

this part of the science may be described as ItS Methodology.
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Methodology, when clearly understood, and when religiously

adhered to, provides further basis for validation of a science.

Replication of experiments requires this kind of acceptance and

this kind of application in order for the data to be sufficiently

meaningful to provide validation of Theory. So we can see that

there is a Gradation here. Unless the science satisfies the Law

of Validation presented previously, it will not be In a state of

readiness for what might be called Validation in the Arena.

Links between Foundations, Theory, and Methodology must be

clear if the science is to have Referential Transparency. The

introduction of the Domain of Science Model £91 was aimed at this

purpose.

Referential Transparency in Science

Referential Transparency in a body of knowledge Implies

first that the body of knowledge is orgdolzed. Secondly it

implies that an essential feature of that organization IS an

asymmetric relationship among its components. ThIrdly, this

asymmetric relationship involves a dependency of meaning, such

that to comprehend the meaning of an Idea It frequently Will be

necessary to comprehend the meaning of another Idea that lies

deeper in the structure of the knowledge. F0 u r t h I Y• I t imp lie s

that, wherever such a necessity holds WIthin the organized

knowledge, it will be possible both to determine what deeper Idea

or ideas are involved, and also to trace through the structure to

the deepest incorporated ideas. And fifthly, It Implies that

when such a deepest idea is found it will have the special

property that it has been subjected over time to the highest
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standard of scientific scrutiny that has been feasible by

scientific standards.

With such an arrangement, any doubts that may arise

concerning shallow levels in the organization of knowledge can be

referred to consecutively deeper levels in that organi%ation

until a high level of credibility is discovered in those deeper

levels and, ultimately, if necessary, in the deepest Jevel. Or,

alternatively, even that deepest level may, itself. in

exceptional cases. be challenged.

hile there are some who argue that sCience is more like a

set of patterns lying juxtaposed. without any accepted underlying

deep logic levels. the earlier discussions concerning Universal

Priors to Science has hopefully exposed the frdgllity of such

thinkIng.

Referential Transparency is required from Methodology back

to Theory. and from Theory back to Foundations. Morever it IS

reqUIred from Applications forward to and throughout all three of

these components of a sCience.

UltImately Referential Transparency JS a description of a

relationship between an interpreter and what IS to be

interpreted. Thus If a sCience IS permJtted to evolve Without

taking Into account the necessity for the developer of the

sCience to communicate adequately With the lnterpreter. the

Referential Transparency that the science IS supposed to provide

Will be Impalred if not destroyed. Therein IJes one of the great

difficulties imposed on a science when the Universal Priors to

Science are not recognized throughout its substance and its

evolution.
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Referential Transparency thus finds its way into the domain

of discussion involving broad features of human beings and the

means and limitations of their informatIon processing.

Working against Referential Transparency is the following

formidable collection of difficulties:

• What constitutes a science IS implicit

• The Universal Priors of SCIence may be treated as

implicit, in the presentation of the sCIence

• Definition of Concepts hy RelationshIp may be

implicit in the science

• The underlying basis of arguments In the Theory

of Sets may be impliCIt

• The underlyIng basis of arguments in the Theory

of Relations may be impliCIt

• The Foundations of the sCience are ImpllCJt

• In some instances, espeCIally In newer areas

of technology, even the Theory IS ImpliCIt

In the ultimately reprehensibl~ Situation, even the

Methodology may be Implicit!

A Fourth Universal Prior to Science

The Universal Priors considered In the foregOIng do not

constitute a complete set. In general, there is no rule for

determInIng set completeness. Science Itself knows no slopping

rule In Its evolution, except for the rule that one should stop

expounding science at the conservatively-determined boundary of

one's knowledge. And this rule is only a temporizJng one,

intended to restrIct unjustIfied masquerading, bUl to encourage

future investigation.
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Beyond the three Universal Priors considered previously,

namely the Human Being, Language, and Reasoning by Relationships,

a fourth Universal Prior will now be introduced whIch is

complementary to the ReasonIng by Relationships:

Represent.

The Means to Represent.

the Means to

A fourth Universal PrIor to Science is the Means to

Represent scientific knowledge In a manner that provides

Referential Transparency.

This Universal PrIor can hardly survive ImplicItly, because

the representation of scientific knowledge forms the lInkage

between the investigator and the knowledge communIty, and

consequently representation IS Inherent In sCJentific pursuits.

But even then It is possible to retain In the realm of the

implicit those criteria that could otherwise govern sCientifiC

communication. This IS not to say that there are no criteria;

but rather to say that those crJterla that eXJ~t need a radical

upgrading that takes into account the growIng compleXity of

science and its applications, and the growing publ ic burden of

supporting mammoth costs for systems that are purported to derive

their substance froro scientifJc knowledge.

Basic Language Types.

It is easy enough to note that there are three basic types

of language. In fact, we can formdlly recognize a DIVISion of

Language into these three basJc types: Prose, MathematiCs, and

Graphics. And with any set of three, there will be four

combinations which may be called the Composites.
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Translatabi I i ty.

One of the Composites, specifically the composite formed

from uniting Prose and Graphics, offers the only real prospect

for implementing the mode of Definition by Relationship in a way

that yields the Referential Transparency needed 10 many sciences.

Yet most of the sciences have so Car not made the transition into

this composite kind of language In any overt way. The graphics

components appl ied in scientific reporting typically Jack a

critical feature: translatability into prose.

The language of music illustrates perfectly why such a

standard is required in the combined use of graphics and prose.

Sheet music, whIch has the feature of being translatable Into

prose, thereby attains the degree of communications rIgor

required to allow its readers to replicate the composer's intent.

at least In terms of the major features of the musIc; even though

the translatabIlIty may never be exercised. Although there 15 no

incentive to write out in prose the full Information content of

the sheet musIc. It IS only the fact that such an activity IS

made feasible by the design of the language that permIts the

message to be conveyed through the centuries to diverse cultures

who do oot even share the same prose natural language.

Science, and especIally the arena of applications, needs to

upgrade its Composite language to the standards Imposed by musIc.

And this upgrade should be Informed and steered by Theory rooted

in the UnIversal Priors.
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Conclusion.

Some of the most basic aspects of systems thinking and of

science in general are presently dealt with implicitly.

Continued adherence to this pattern can only lead to a continuing

decline in the value of SCientific thought, a continuing decline

in the quality of systems thinkIng, and more importantly,

ineffective applIcation of what has the potential to provide

major benefIts to human interests.

Making explicit the (presently) ImplIcIt In systems thinking

is clearly necessary to gIve systems learning Its proper role in

systems educatIon contexts.

While some aspects of systems thInking and science may

always be implIcit, when the conscIousness absorbs the Idea that

other aspects can be and should be made expliCit, a forward step

has been taken toward moving systems thinkIng and sCIence to

higher-grade representation. formalizatIon of DIvIsion of

Concepts, Integration of Component Concepts, Definition by

Relationship, and Gradation of Belief, and Incorporation of the

Universal Priors to Science In an explicit and Integral way

presents an opportunity and a challenge whose tIme has come.
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